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1. Introduction
The ‘superglossia’ of Indonesian [1] places high demands on
speech technologies; individual speakers employ a vast range
of linguistic repertoire well beyond a single language. The lan-
guage teaching setting adds additional factors to these demands
(changes as acquisition progresses, ‘communities of practice’
among learners, and teacher-speech behaviours [2]). As many
learners and teachers make use of YouTube resources [3], lan-
guage data and learning experiences from this setting are an
important area for speech technology development. This poster
characterises the data collection, preparation, and experiment
design for training Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) tools
with three YouTube Indonesian language learning channels.

2. Indonesian NLP and language learning
Natural Language Processing (NLP) of Indonesian and other
languages of Indonesia is drastically understudied [5]. This
project responds to the call for “NLP beyond text” [5, 6], from
researchers working with Indonesian languages. As new tools,
such as the multilingual automated speech recognition model
developed by Cahya Wirawan in 2021, are coming to the fore,
new opportunities for the application of speech recognition in
education can help to improve research and teaching outcomes.

Transcribing teacher speech is a necessary step towards
usage-based analysis of input to students and the next steps of
understanding language acquisition [7]. While the transcription
is a highly complex task, there is potential to accelerate and
improve human workflows [2] and for resulting data to inform
teaching research and practice.

3. ASR experiments with YouTube data

Figure 1: Data and characteristics of YouTube teacher channels

The owners of 3 YouTube channels contributed data repre-
senting their speech, teaching practices and program (Figure 1 -
Ethics Approval No. 2017/889 - ANU Human Research Com-

mittee). The lessons are free to view via YouTube and will be
released as open access research data in the future.

Data was screened to remove non-participant speakers and
then tagged for audio quality, approximate levels of language
mixing behaviours and hyperarticulation. A variety of files
roughly representative of the dataset were transcribed ortho-
graphically with all language in a single ELAN tier.

Base models (Wav2Vec2-XLSR-53 and Wav2Vec2-Large-
XLSR-Indonesian) were fine-trained using all, or a selection, of
96 minutes of human-transcribed data. The impact of various
training parameters, base models, and mixes of fine-tune train-
ing data are under analysis.

Preliminary results (Figure 2) indicate strong improve-
ments on our previous study using Kaldi [2] on code-switched
Indonesian-English data from a classroom setting. Transcripts
from the fine-tuned models have been helpful first drafts for hu-
man transcribers. Widening the so-called ‘transcription bottle-
neck’ to increase available data will improve the usage-based
analysis of input to students and assist future ASR research.

Figure 2: Indicators of model performance and example output
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